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Abstract
Information and communications technology (ICT) companies have realised how acknowledging the needs
of both internal and external customers is a necessity for successful requirements engineering. Design for X
(DfX) is a potential management approach for coordinating & communicating requirements emerging from
both internal functions and external supply chain partners. This article studies the potential of DfX for improved requirements engineering. Qualitative interviews are utilised to analyse how different organisations
implement the concept, including designers’ actual work, methods & tools, and organisational aspects. The
results include viewing DfX as means to achieve relevant competitive goals, and describing how different
companies organise these activities, together with their benefits for modern ICT companies. This study highlights how the DfX concept can be used to manage, prioritise and to better communicate requirements.
Keywords: Design for X, ICT, Design for Excellence, Requirements Engineering, Requirements, Industrial
Management, Product Development, Delivery Capability, Management, Communication, Technology, Competitive Goals

1. Introduction
The information and communications technology (ICT)
sector is going through an ongoing transformation in its
product development (PD), while facing increasing product complexity, and fragmentation of customer segments.
Companies work in a multi-project, multi-site, multicultural, multi-vendor environment where organisational
changes are common. During the past decade, there has
been an inclination to relocate production, while new
government supported Asian competition has emerged.
This type of changes, combined with severe price erosion
and demands for shortening product development times,
require special attention on assuring quality and relevant
competitive goals, such as delivery capability, cost,
flexibility and others. Striving for business success in
this type of environment is seen to require the integration
of engineers, industrial designers, methods & tools, and
organisational aspects. [1-4].
Due to fierce global competition, companies can either
consider transferring production lines from one country
to another, or rationalise locally, in order to cut costs [5].
Nevertheless, cost being a vital consideration, it is only
one of the competitive aspects that can be influenced
during product development.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

Many authors have stressed the significance of early
steps of PD [6-11]. The possibilities of influencing PD
success are seen to be at best during the early project
stages. The decisions made early, reduce unnecessary
changes during later PD stages, and even the total lifecycle costs. Design for X (DfX) is a structured means to
systematically address the early product development,
functional integration, and enable capability creation
[12-14].
Catering for the needs of internal customers has been
recognised vital for successful PD [15-16]. Effective product development is a necessity for achieving competitive goals, and to tackle price erosion. Different aspects
internal to companies have been addressed by utilising
the DfX methodology, including different disciplines,
such as assembly and manufacturing in general. The
methodology has later expanded to cover also other relevant aspects, including environment and many others [17].
Design requirements for products tend to develop
during PD, and managing requirements has become an
ever greater challenge for ICT companies. Requirements
are also interpreted differently in different parts of organisations, amplifying the communication challenge. In
addition, already Bruce et al. [18] highlight requirements
capture activities for an environment with considerable
TI
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competitive pressures. Design for X is a prospective management approach for coordinating and communicating
the design requirements of both, internal functions and
external supply chain partners. Aside realising the implementation of different practices in various DfX disciplines, DfX can also be used for gathering best practices
and disseminating requirements information. DfX methodologies have been widely discussed in the literature for
over a decade, however practical descriptions on how
companies organise these activities are limited. [19-21].
This paper studies the Design for X practices in ICT
companies. The study includes a successful ICT company
utilising DfX as a management approach and several
smaller actors. The analysis aims to clarify the required
organisation and practical realisation of these activities.
The above mentioned can be condensed into the following research questions:
RQ1. What benefits does the DfX concept provide for
modern ICT companies?
RQ2. How are the DfX concept, principles, and tools
organised in selected companies?
The first research question is addressed, both theoretically and by analysing different ICT companies. The
second research question is addressed through a qualitative interview study.

2. Literature Review
Product - production process interface has traditionally
been addressed under the concepts of design for manufacturing (DfM) and design for assembly (DfA) [22-25].
However, some recent research, also focus on the interface between product and demand chain, including the
aspects of delivery and service capability [13,26]. In
general, it is mainly three core business processes that
generate value for customers. These include product development management, supply chain management, and
customer relationship management [27].
In order to make products, a company needs a product
development process, including preparation for production. This is regardless that there is no uniform conception of what constitutes a product development process,
and that it may differ by industry and possibly by a
company [28]. It has been known already for some time
that it may be possible to improve product development
efficiency and effectiveness by simultaneously designing
products and related production processes, rather than
designing them separately or in a sequential manner
[29-30]. Automotive industry, especially Toyota, provides a good example of simultaneous product and process design, as each new model typically requires a new
assembly line [31-33].
The practice of simultaneously considering a number
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

of development aspects is known as concurrent engineering [34]. Concurrent engineering, typically seen to
include product and process considerations [35], but
some authors also include supply chain as the third dimension [26,36]. Successes in improvements, considering cost, delivery, flexibility, and quality have been reported in companies through implementing different initiatives, including concurrent engineering. These improvements are also referred to as capability improvements [37]. As a consequence concurrent engineering is
seen as a mechanism that can improve an organisation’s
competitive capabilities and reduce ambiguousness [38].
Concurrent engineering (CE) can include the consideration of a number of factors, such as manufacturing,
quality, logistics, assembly, packaging, reliability, service, and so on. This challenge of designing for different
factors, X’s, often also referred to as DfX [9,17]. Design
for something, X’s, conveys the intended aim better than
CE, as the latter does not specify what is to be done or
why. DfX methodologies have traditionally been driven
by cost competition and product life-cycle considerations.
This is highlighted by the estimates, as high as 70%, of
total life-cycle costs of products being committed at
early design stages [39-40]. Even though DfX methodologies have, at least to some degree, proven successful
in reducing costs, the design evaluation criterion in most
of these is not costs. This is why other means are seen to
be required to provide cost information to designers.
[39,41]. Also, labour is not the major cost component,
but overhead costs and material costs that are seen to
have become the main elements of product cost [40-42].
Companies can be seen to have five primary competitive goals, or competencies, including cost, quality, delivery, flexibility, and innovation [43]. Different competitive goals may be highlighted through products life.
Also, the focus of product - process interface may need
to be different at different stages of a product’s life, including introduction, growth, maturity and decline [44].
Magnan et al. [45] have studied the importance of different competitive goals through a product’s life, indicating that innovation, both process and product, are important during the early stages, and delivery capability
and flexibility are highlighted during growth and maturity. Quality is seen to be highlighted during product introduction and growth and cost during maturity. Companies need to have the means to effectively stress competitive goals relevant at different stages of a product’s
life. DfX methodologies are seen as a potential means for
improving communication and creating capabilities for
addressing the competitive goals [13]. Table 1 lists different business benefits obtainable through diverse DfX
considerations. Some of these benefits are indirect, experienced through DfX realisation.
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Table 1. Business benefits supported by DfX realisation.
DfX consideration Obtained benefits
Cost

Profit in price competitive mar[46-51]
kets

Quality

Consistent, low defect rates
Optimal product performance
Reliable products

[6,17,22,24,46,
52-53]

Services

Effective after-sales service
Effective product support
Effective maintenance
Customisation of products &
services
Availability of products

[17,54-60]

Delivery

Fast deliveries
On-time deliveries
Time-to-market

[13,61-64]

Flexibility

Design changes
Rapid volume changes
Rapid new product introductions

[65-67]

end-user [6]. However, typically, they do not consider
different aspects through a product’s life, including
manufacturing, service, and disposal. These issues are
often addressed only after the design is complete, and are
left for related departments to solve. This has resulted in
cumbersome processes that are inflexible, time-consuming, and prone to errors [25]. Also, timing and balancing of DfX activities are seen vital, but not widely
discussed in the literature [13]. The literature presents
some critics for DfX, as applying these practices, especially in large organisations poses difficulties due to
complex organisational structures, and overwhelming
number of issues to be considered [87]. However, practical descriptions on how companies organise DfX activities in practice are limited [19-21].

3. Research Process

Manufacturing

Selection of appropriate processes
Selection of appropriate materi[17,22-23,66,68]
als
Appropriate modular design
Use of standard components

Supply chain

Optimal lead-time
Optimal product diversity

[62,69-71]

Assembly

Economical assembly
Effective part handling and
insertion

[17,22-23]

Testability

Optimal test coverage
Reveal faults and improve reli[72-77]
ability
Controllability
Observability

Environment

Sustainable development
Minimise the overall environmental impact

[17,24,78-81]

Organising DfX can roughly be divided into the following three domains: 1) designer, 2) methods & tools, and
3) organisation. Designer is typically a skilled R&D engineer, applying DfX principles in practice. Methods can
be seen as procedures and guidelines that the designer
follows. Typical tools utilised for communicating requirements include spreadsheets, software, data-bases,
matrices for design structure, morphological charts, and
such. Organisational aspects cover issues, such as teamwork, collaboration, communication, processes, and company policies [82-86]. In addition, a prototype or clear
design guidelines are required for successful DfX realisation [6].
Individual designers, applying DfX, have traditionally
focused on product and the value it can provide to the
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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The research process is described in Figure 1. Design for
X was first studied by using existing literature as the key
source. Studied case companies were then examined in
order to clarify how a large benchmark company with an
existing DfX organisation and seven control group companies address similar challenges. Several workshops
were organised to discuss the practical realisation of DfX
in the benchmark company that was identified to be successfully applying the methodology. Interview questions
were formulated based on the understanding obtained
through the literature and the arranged workshops, see
Appendix A. The interview questions were validated in
the arranged workshops prior to conducting the interviews.
The study consisted of twenty interviews in the bechmark company, comprising multiple sites and countries.
The study included all the managers involved with DfX
as well as responsible managers for vital internal processes.
Interviews in the control group companies include
seven companies, most of which are SMEs. One key
person was interviewed in each, utilising a slightly different questionnaire, see Appendix B. The questionnaire
was modified with an assumption that all the companies
were not necessarily aware of the term DfX. All the interviews were transcribed and analysed.
The research utilised a semi-structured thematic interview approach [88]. The interviews were conducted informally, in a qualitative manner, allowing the interviewees to explain and clarify the cases and topics as
entities. Therefore, these interviews represent the DfX
activities in the studied companies in a versatile manner.
In addition, the flow of product and process requirements
was analysed. The results were scrutinised by reflecting
them against the existing literature. The results of the
analysis are presented in the section 4 Results and analysis.
TI
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Figure 1. The research process.

4. Results and Analysis
4.1. DfX in the Large Benchmark Company
The benchmark company interviewees regard it essential
for business to guarantee an adequate delivery capability.
Only functional products that are delivered according to
contractual terms have value from customers’ perspective. The benchmark company makes continuous efforts
to rationalise its internal processes to achieve the optimum with regards to desired competitive goals. As an
example, capability to deliver can to some degree be
considered as a detached goal within production, but it
may not be adequate to obtain sufficient results. As a
result, the studied benchmark company exploits the DfX
concept to tackle these challenges already during the
early stages of product development.
The role of DfX is seen to be ensuring that the needs
of manufacturing, supply chain, and after-sales service
are catered for during PD. Each DfX discipline is divided
into smaller operational entities, sub-disciplines. For
example, manufacturing aspects have been divided into
board assembly, final assembly, testing, and packaging.
Supply chain aspects cover both, the structure and the
players of the supply chain, and the more operational
aspects of striving to realise any desired competitive goals.
Important aspects are seen to include cost, delivery, service, environment, and quality. The company has a specific DfX management organisation in place to coordinate different DfX disciplines and to communicate their
needs into product development and order delivery processes. The subject for communication is requirements set
by different disciplines. A named responsible manager
has been appointed for each DfX discipline. Figure 2
illustrates the DfX system of the benchmark company.
DfX activities in the studied large benchmark comCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

pany are divided into five separate disciplines, including
design for supply chain, design for environment, design
for quality, design for manufacturing, and design for
service. Each discipline has its own responsible manager
assuring adequate implementation and training. DfX disciplines are further divided into a number of sub-disciplines. Different DfX disciplines are coordinated by a
director, appointed to harmonise and develop the entire
DfX organisation. DfX organisation has a role in collecting and disseminating best practices and requirement
into product development and order delivery processes.
These requirements include both internal and external
aspects to the company.
Requirements set by individual DfX disciplines are
communicated into product development through a specific DfX management organisation. Training sessions
are organised for product development personnel to
support this communication. Also, each DfX discipline
has named specialists in PD projects, facilitating on-line
feedback. Requirements of each DfX discipline can be
categorised by using the following hierarchy: 1) Legislation and business sector standards, 2) Company strategy
and business targets, 3) Customers, 4) Internal customers,
and 5) Supply chain.
The benchmark company often receives customer requests with special requirements. In this type of cases the
company needs to know whether standard products are
adequate, or whether product development efforts are
required. DfX requirements are then one of the inputs for
a product line specific decision-making gate, used for
stakeholder and requirements analysis.

4.2. Analysis of DfX in the Benchmark Company
Design for X has been conducted for a long period of
time, in the benchmark company, and is seen to function
TI
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Figure 2.The DfX system of the benchmark company.

well. At a higher level DfX activities are seen to provide
principles and general guidelines for product development. At practical level, DfX means exact, often numerical, requirements, tools, and design rules. The utilisation of DfX concept has developed and now covers a
wide set of activities, including supply chain aspects,
reliability, environment and such. However, DfX is seen
to have challenges and is improved continuously.
The organisation of the studied benchmark company is
large and complex, resulting in challenges in communication. A single employee can have several roles amplifying the challenge. Employees have a tendency to understand requirements in different ways in diverse product development functions and divisions. System, mechanical, electronics, and software designers all have
their own views and perspectives. In addition, different
business units and cultural diversity in the global organisation add on to the communication challenge. There are
also different ways of workings in different DfX disciplines due to historical reasons, potentially causing some
conflicts.
Requirements are seen important to be prioritised from
the business perspective; however, there is no adequate
commensurability. In practice, this means that it is difficult to compare different and sometimes conflicting requirements, as they do not have common economic scale
for comparison. The requirements are attempted to prioritise based on end-to-end cost calculations, however,
employees are often sceptical about calculations made by
other people. As an example, customer requirements on
increasing the number of product titles, is in conflict with
the desire to minimise the number of product titles. Currently, requirements are too often prioritised based on
individuals’ capability to sell their viewpoint. Product
development projects do not always rank the requireCopyright © 2011 SciRes.
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ments set by individual DfX disciplines as primary issues;
especially should the volumes be low. The fact is that
people are different and the processes are not always
standardised.
It seems that DOORS® has been chosen as the common data system to communicate requirements between
DfX disciplines and product development. However, it is
not applied company wide, also other tools exist, and the
functioning of DOORS® is seen non-optimal. It is seen
to take a lot of experience to formulate requirements into
numerical terms, in order to product development personnel to understand. Also, for database purposes the
requirements are seen vital to be numerical.
In some cases, the research and development organisation has technology development project before product
development projects, they design ASICs (application
specific integrated circuit), product architecture, and
choose technologies. Often these choices are close to the
final solutions, causing difficulties, should for example
the manufacturing aspect not be addressed early enough.
According to the interviewees, due to the global
changes in their conglomerate, some functions, such as
testing have had to go back-to-basics, in their approach
to emphasise manufacturing and desired competitive goals,
on the expense of the entire product life-cycle. Product
lines have been vast in the global organisation, causing
additional challenges for managing requirements.
Currently bonuses in product development depend on
keeping up to schedules, not on how they serve the internal customers in the following phases. This makes it
difficult for DfX disciplines to sell any life-cycle aspects.
Table 2 summarises the key findings of DfX in the
benchmark company.

4.3. DfX Practices in the Control Group
Companies
Practices also typical to DfX methodologies, and organising related functions and requirements, are conducted
Table 2. Key findings.
Activity

Role

DfX management

Coordination

Cost calculations
Requirements
screening
Organisational
location

Prioritisation
Communication
Prioritisation
Role to minimise costs

Focal Point TM

Tools/data systems: management & engi-

DOORS®

neering
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in a slightly different manner in the control group companies. All the companies do not necessarily recognise
the term DfX, or knowingly utilise these methodologies.
The studied control group companies, mostly small and
medium sized enterprises (SME) do include few companies that can be categorised as large, but are smaller in
size than the large benchmark company.
The interviewed SMEs are seen to utilise ordinary
project management solutions for handling internal requirements. These solutions include utilisation of project
managers and project meetings for coordination of aspects also typical to DfX. In addition, some SMEs have
separate meetings for different design areas to ensure
proper coordination. The responsibility of production
manager is seen to include assuring the inclusion of
manufacturing requirements, either through personal
attendance, or appointing someone from the production
organisation.
The interviewed large companies use similar project
management solutions as the SMEs. In addition, some of
them utilise new product introduction (NPI) groups to
assure fluent production ramp-ups, and separate supply
chain management (SCM) groups for outsourced production.Company quality organisation is also seen to have
an influence over managing aspects that are also typical
for DfX practices.

4.4. Comparison of DfX Practises in the Studied
Companies
There are some differences among the studied large
benchmark company, in relation to organising DfX practices, and the way similar practices are dealt with in the
control group companies. Some of the smaller companies
do not knowingly utilise the term DfX, but the goal and
the content of their activities is similar.
The main difference between the benchmark company
and the other interviewed companies is the separate DfX
organisation and appointed DfX discipline owners. This
arrangement enables the benchmark company to manage
and communicate requirements through total cost calculations, and written guidelines, documents and data systems, making requirements management more systematic
and effective. The experience by the benchmark company highlights that DfX is a concrete way to manage
complex and sometimes conflicting requirements. The
control group companies tend to utilise more or less ad
hoc solutions and are forced to operate more in a firefighting mode. However, noteworthy is that all the smaller
companies do not necessarily have acute needs to be as
structured in managing their requirements. Also, the
control group companies do not necessarily consider the
utilised methodologies as a means for achieving comCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

petitive goals, as for example the large benchmark company does.
Tables 3 and 4 summarise the central findings of the
empirical results in different companies.

5. Conclusions
Companies of the ICT sector work in a multi-project,
multi-site, multi-cultural, multi-vendor business environment and organisational changes are frequent. High
product complexity and fierce price erosion are typical
characteristics in this environment. This forces companies to an ongoing process of streamlining and improving their efficiency, including communication. DfX
methodology has proved a functional means for addressing the desire for efficiency and effectiveness improvements and acknowledging the needs of internal customers. DfX is used as a communication tool to achieve
functional integration, and is a tangible way to manage
requirements throughout product development, starting
from the early stages.
DfX can be seen as a management approach for coordinating design requirements of both internal functions
and external supply chain partners. Aside the requirements coordination role, DfX can also be utilised to
achieve desired competitive goals that are vital for company’s success. These goals can include aspects enabling
effectiveness in relation to cost, delivery, service, environment, quality, and user experience, among others. The
concept is also seen as a mean to cope with the resources
Table 3. Organising DfX activities in the benchmark company, including addressing requirements.
Benchmark company
PD

fully modelled

characteristics

well documented

Practical
realisation

guidelines, training
cross-functional teams
cost calculations
discipline owners
DfX management organisation

Knowledge

requirements formulation

transfer

internal training
design guidelines
DOORS® & Focal point TM tools
programme manager
programme meetings
NPI group

Management

company quality organisation
DfX management
milestone meetings
DfX discipline owners
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Table 4. Organising activities typical to DfX in control group
companies, includes addressing requirements.
Control group companies
PD

roughly or moderately modelled process

characteristics checklists, templates, milestone reviews, detailed
project plans, manuals
strict supervision
quality reviews
process ownerships
processes updated 2-4 times a year
Practical

cross-functional project teams

realisation

concept owners collect requirements from internal
customers
fire-fighting mode instead of full optimisation
(SME’s)
heavy focus on design phase, only minor during
pre-study (SME’s)
design guidelines – partially
design manuals – only occasionally
integrated in company quality system
each programmer is responsible for downstream
aspects, e.g. unit tests
programmer/tester pair – agile SW development
checklists, reference manuals, coding guidelines
emphasis on pre-study (Large)
practical optimisation and problem solving together with manufacturing sub-contractors (SMEs)
daily milestone meetings
attempts to systematically optimise
separate research/piloting/evaluation projects

Knowledge

after-sales feedback prior to project start

transfer

lessons learned from previous projects
pilot projects
internal training
feedback from prototypes
communication at all levels
personal communication and meetings instead of
proper documentation (SMEs)
electronic communication
emphasis of knowledge sharing on documents
useful knowledge is transformed into guidelines
DOORS® tool
knowledge transfer between partners

Management

programme meetings
NPI group
company quality organisation
milestone meetings
separate meetings for different design areas (SMEs)
SCM group for outsourced production
programme manager
project manager
production manager

Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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for release/product realisation. However, one of the main
benefits of DfX is getting requirements on equal terms.
This virtual equality among requirements enables analysing potential conflicts in stakeholder interests, improving communication, and possibly opening opportunities for forecasting future challenges.
The benchmark company has extensive experience
over DfX, for over a decade. The role of DfX is seen to
be ensuring that the needs of manufacturing, supply
chain, and after-sales service are taken into account during product development. DfX in the studied benchmark
company is divided into five separate disciplines, each of
which is further divided into smaller operational entities,
sub-disciplines. For example, manufacturing aspects
have been divided into board assembly, final assembly,
testing, and packaging, while supply chain aspects cover
both, the structure and the players of the supply chain.
New X’s are introduced and implemented, and the role
of old disciplines may change. DfX concept is organised
especially to act as a communication tool, to achieve
functional integration, and to act as a tangible way to
manage requirements. DfX requirements, in the benchmark company, are one of the inputs for a product line
specific gate, utilised for stakeholder analysis.
The control group companies tend to utilise more or
less ad hoc solutions and are forced to operate more in a
fire-fighting mode. However, noteworthy is that smaller
companies do not necessarily have as acute needs to be
as structured in managing their requirements. Also, the
control group companies do not necessarily consider the
utilised methodologies as means for achieving company’s competitive goals, the same ways as the benchmark company.
The way DfX is organised in the studied companies
proves, in contrast to some literature, that DfX is not a
philosophy, but rather works through tangible design
guidelines, prototype iterations and tools. Managers of
the control group companies could learn from these examples, especially the one of the benchmark company, at
three levels: how to manage DfX organisation, practical
realisation of DfX, including individual sub-disciplines,
and the way DfX is used for coordination, communication and requirements prioritisation. Also, opposed to
some authors [6], different DfX disciplines should not be
addressed as separate entities, but they must be managed
by a DfX manager who has the authority over all the
disciplines and whose organisational position is high
enough.
In an environment with organisational changes, and
acquisitions, companies may be forced to concentrate on
critical matters and to go back-to-basics. For example, in
order to assure desired competitive goals, a company
may be forced to focus only on certain aspects, such as
TI
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manufacturing on the expense of the entire product
life-cycle. Life-cycle aspects can only be considered after manufacturing aspects are stabile enough.
This study describes DfX activities in a number of ICT
companies that are successful in their fields. Concentrating on a relatively small number of companies enabled a
more thorough analysis, and concrete descriptions on
how DfX is realised in practice. The interviews covered
all the key persons involved in DfX, providing a comprehensive view. The obtained results could vary to some
degree, should a wider set of companies and a higher
number of interviewees be included in the study. In addition, potential future research could include analysing
DfX from the viewpoint of product development projects
& personnel, and especially stakeholder analysis. Companies in this business sector often receive special customer requirements, increasing pressures to tailor products. An interesting topic for further research is DfX’s
role in addressing such pressures.
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